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Abstract
What role does language play in emotion? Behavioral research shows that emotion words such as “anger” and “fear” alter
emotion experience, but questions still remain about mechanism. Here, we review the neuroscience literature to examine whether
neural processes associated with semantics are also involved in emotion. Our review suggests that brain regions involved in the
semantic processing of words: (i) are engaged during experiences of emotion, (ii) coordinate with brain regions involved in affect
to create emotions, (iii) hold representational content for emotion, and (iv) may be necessary for constructing emotional expe-
rience. We relate these findings with respect to four theoretical relationships between language and emotion, which we refer to as
“non-interactive,” “interactive,” “constitutive,” and “deterministic.” We conclude that findings are most consistent with the
interactive and constitutive views with initial evidence suggestive of a constitutive view, in particular. We close with several
future directions that may help test hypotheses of the constitutive view.
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Commonsense—and indeed, some theoretical models of
emotion—suggest that the words “anger,” “disgust,” and “fear”
have nothing to do with emotional experience beyond mere
description. Yet growing behavioral, developmental, and
cross-cultural findings show that these words contribute to
emotion by altering the intensity and specificity of emotional
experiences (for recent reviews, see Lindquist, MacCormack,
& Shablack, 2015; Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015;
Satpute et al., 2020). Currently, the underlying mechanisms
by which language contributes to emotion remain unclear.
Here, we review the neuroscience findings that inform the re-
lationship between language and emotional experience.
Specifically, we summarize functional neuroimaging, neuro-
psychology, and electrical stimulation methods in human par-
ticipants that bear on how languagemay influence emotion.We
end by relating these findings to theories of emotion and look to

future studies that would further test different theoretical
models of the role of language in emotion.

Brain Regions Implicated in Semantics
and Emotion

Throughout this paper, we use the term “language” to refer to
the capacity to represent concepts with words. We focus on
the semantic, rather than the phonological or syntactic aspects
of language. Words and the concepts they name are not nec-
essarily the same, but linguistic and semantic processes are
tightly linked. Accessing words involves accessing concepts
and vice versa (Barsalou, 2008), and concept formation even
for simple concrete concepts, like shoes and oranges, benefits
when conspecifics use the word “shoes” or “oranges” to de-
scribe them (Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012; Xu, 2002). In
like manner, we have proposed elsewhere that emotion words
are also important for acquiring and supporting emotion con-
cepts, which in turn underlie experiences of emotion
(Lindquist, Gendron, & Satpute 2016; Lindquist,
MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015; Lindquist, Satpute, &
Gendron, 2015; Satpute et al., 2020).

When focusing on the brain regions involved in language,
we draw on a rich literature in cognitive neuroscience that has
uncovered a set of brain regions that are critically involved in
semantic processing. The key brain regions are outlined in
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Fig. 1a and include the anterior medial prefrontal cortex, the
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and the lateral temporal cortex
including the temporal pole. These areas have been implicated
in semantic processing as revealed by structural studies in-
volving individuals with brain lesions or neurodegeneration
(Brambati et al., 2009; Grossman et al., 2004), meta-analyses
of functional neuroimaging studies on semantic processing
(Binder et al., 2009), and seed-based functional connectivity
studies in neurotypical participants (Jackson et al., 2016;
Ralph, 2014).

Notably, these areas are rarely considered to be emotion
processing regions from more traditional theoretical accounts.
Indeed, it has long been supposed that discrete emotions are
represented particularly in subcortical structures (e.g., the
amygdala, hypothalamus, and periaqueductal gray) and per-
haps in select cortical areas such as the insula (Dalgleish,
2004; MacLean, 1990; Panksepp, 1998; Wicker et al.,
2003). However, more recent findings suggest that emotions
involve a wide array of brain regions (and networks) spanning
the cortical lobes (Damasio & Carvalho, 2013; Hamann,
2012; Kragel & LaBar, 2016; Lindquist et al., 2012; Pessoa,
2018; Smith & Lane, 2015; Vytal & Hamann, 2010; Wager
et al., 2015). The focus of research has now shifted to under-
standing why somany brain regions are implicated in emotion
and what particular roles they play (e.g., Barrett & Satpute,
2019; Pessoa, 2018; Satpute & Lindquist, 2019; Smith &
Lane, 2015). Here, we address the role of brain regions that
are known to be critical for semantic processing with respect
to their involvement in representing discrete emotions. Prior
work has implicated some of these brain regions—particularly
prefrontal areas—in “cognitive” processing pertaining to cog-
nitive emotion regulation (for a meta-analysis, see Buhle et al.,
2012), or affective processing related to the representation of
valence (for a meta-analysis, see Lindquist, Satpute, et al.,
2016; also, Shinkareva et al., 2020) and arousal (Satpute

et al., 2019; Satpute et al., 2012; Young et al., 2017). Here,
we examine the ways in which these and other areas implicat-
ed in semantic processing (e.g., lateral temporal cortex and
temporal poles) are also involved during experiences of dis-
crete emotions such as fear, anger, and joy.

Relating Findings in Neuroscience to Research
on Language and Emotion

In our review, we use the term “emotion” to refer to discrete
states such as “anger,” “disgust,” and “fear” that people experi-
ence in daily life and perceive from the behaviors of those
around them. We differentiate discrete emotions from “affect,”
a term which describes feeling globally positive or negative and
highly or lowly aroused (Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009; Russell,
1980; Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Yik et al., 1999). Multiple
models consider affect to be a central feature of emotion, but
emotions are also not reducible to affect (Clore & Ortony, 2013;
Cunningham et al., 2013; Ellsworth & Scherer, 2003; Fehr &
Russell, 1984). We also differentiate between the subjective,
phenomenological aspects of experiencing an emotion from di-
rectly observable behaviors including physiological changes
(i.e., visceromotor behavior), facial and bodily muscle move-
ments, and overt behaviors (e.g., freezing) that have non-
specific links with subjective experiences of discrete emotions
(Barrett, Lindquist, Bliss-Moreau, et al., 2007; LeDoux, 2013;
LeDoux & Pine, 2016; Russell et al., 2003; Shaham & Aviezer,
2020). Finally, we differentiate emotion experience (feeling an
emotion in one’s own body) from emotion perception (seeing an
emotion in another person’s face or body). When possible, we
discuss studies of emotion experience as our main focus.
However, such studies are fewer in comparison to studies on
emotion perception. Indeed, many studies of language and emo-
tion in the neuroscience literature focus exclusively on percep-
tion of emotion in facial actions due to the ease of presenting this
type of stimulus in the fMRI environment or to patients with
brain lesions or implanted electrodes; this is a limitation of this
literature. Moreover, several models of emotion across theoreti-
cal traditions suggest that there are shared psychological (and
neural) mechanisms that underlie both facets (Barrett &
Satpute, 2013; Ekman & Cordaro, 2011; Lindquist & Barrett,
2012; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015, Lindquist,
Satpute, & Gendron, 2015; Niedenthal, 2007; Oosterwijk
et al., 2017; Tomkins, 1962; Wager et al., 2015; Wicker et al.,
2003). Thus, we refer to studies of emotion perception when
relevant since both literatures may inform certain shared mech-
anisms when it comes to the neural basis of language and
emotion.

We include in our review research using diverse neurosci-
encemethods including fMRI studies, lesion studies, and elec-
trical stimulation studies. Each approach has its strengths and
limitations, and so certain conclusions can be more strongly

�Fig. 1 Brain regions associated with semantic processing and discrete
emotional experience. (a) Reliable locations of functional activation
from a neuroimaging meta-analysis of semantic processing tasks
(Binder et al., 2009). (b) Brain regions involved in conceptual abstraction
during social processing (Spunt & Adolphs, 2014). Emotion words, and
the categories they refer to, are abstract social categories insofar as a given
category (e.g., fear) may refer to a variety of situations with diverse
features (Barrett, 2006; Satpute & Lindquist, 2019). Note the extensive
overlap with areas involved in semantic processing. (c) Two MVPA
studies showing locations of voxels informative for classification of dis-
crete emotional experiences including the anterior medial prefrontal cor-
tex, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, and temporal pole (left, Kassam et al.,
2013), and the anterior medial prefrontal cortex (right, Saarimäki et al.,
2016). (d) Intracranial stimulation of areas implicated in semantic pro-
cessing such as the temporal pole/temporal cortex and ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortex also elicit experiences of discrete emotions (Guillory &
Bujarski, 2014). (e) Voxel-wise symptom lesion mapping studies impli-
cate the temporal pole in both semantic processing and discrete emotion
perception (Campanella et al., 2014)
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supported when considered as a whole. fMRI studies enable
researchers to examine the macrolevel functional architecture
of the entire brain, which is useful for addressing the overall
topological similarity between brain regions previously impli-
cated in semantic processing and those involved in the neural
representation of emotion. They can also provide insight as to
how these brain regions communicate with each other during
a discrete emotional experience. Given the strengths of fMRI,
we will thus focus our review on the degree to which a broad
set of functionally connected brain areas previously referred to
as participating in a “semantic processing network” also par-
ticipate in emotion. However, fMRI is fundamentally a corre-
lational technique and so care must be taken to not
overinterpret the findings. The fMRI findings we review be-
low support the conclusion that functional activity in certain
brain regions previously implicated in semantic processing is
also associated with emotional experience (i.e. a “forward
inference;” Poldrack, 2006). But the common involvement
of these areas in emotion and semantic processing may be
due to many reasons, and so the stronger statement that acti-
vation in these areas implies that semantic processing is oc-
curring during emotion construction is not necessarily sup-
ported (i.e. a “reverse inference;” Poldrack, 2006).

We also examine converging findings from lesion and inva-
sive electrical stimulation studies that allow more causal con-
clusions about the role of language in emotion when brain
regions linked to language are either permanently damaged or
directly manipulated. While these studies lack the ability to
examine functional activity throughout the whole brain
in vivo, they can provide insight regarding whether specific
brain regions that are well-established to be critical for semantic
processing are also important for representing discrete emo-
tions. For lesion studies, our review will necessarily require
focusing on individual brain areas that have been damaged in
humans through disease, stroke, or other brain damage and are
associated with subsequent semantic deficits. We highlight the
importance of the temporal cortex and the temporal pole, in
particular. The temporal pole is considered to be a “semantic
hub” since individuals with damage to this area exhibit major
deficits in semantic processing (Brambati et al., 2009;
Grossman et al., 2004; Mummery et al., 2000; Patterson et al.,
2007), and several lines of work suggest it plays a critical role in
concept retrieval (for a special issue on this topic, see Hoffman
et al., 2015; Ralph, 2014). Although these studies offer more
causal interpretations, they are limited in that participants are,
by definition, not neurotypical. Finally, for electrical stimula-
tion studies, we rely on a comprehensive review that summa-
rizes the findings of many individual studies that show emo-
tional outcomes upon electrical stimulation of diverse brain
regions (Guillory & Bujarski, 2014). These studies necessarily
focus on individual brain areas that have had electrodes inserted
in them as part of treatment for neurological conditions (e.g.,
seizure). Again, although these studies offer more causal

interpretations, they are limited in that brain regions are targeted
one at a time and participants are again, not neurotypical.

Below, we organize our review based on four families of
analytical approaches: activation-based fMRI analyses,
connectivity-based fMRI analyses, multivoxel pattern analy-
sis (MVPA)-based fMRI analyses, and finally, neuropsychol-
ogy and electrical stimulations studies. Collectively, we argue
that these findings provide support for a strong link between
language and emotion.

Brain Regions Involved in Semantic Processing Are
Involved in Making Meaning of Sensory Inputs as
Emotions

If semantic processing is important for creating discrete emo-
tions, then brain regions previously implicated in semantic pro-
cessing may also show engagement when an individual experi-
ences a discrete emotion (v. undifferentiated states). While more
traditional models of emotion do not posit that brain regions such
as the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior medial prefrontal
cortex, or lateral temporal cortex and poles underlie discrete
emotion representations, a key prediction of our constructionist
model is that emotion concepts are important to transform more
elemental sensations (e.g., interoceptive feelings of pleasure or
displeasure, high or low arousal, or even exteroceptive inputs)
into experiences and perceptions of discrete emotions (Barrett,
Lindquist, & Gendron, 2007; Lindquist, MacCormack, &
Shablack, 2015, Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015; Satpute
et al., 2020). Just as visual inputs can be perceived as lines in a
given orientation, a chair, or more abstractly as furniture, affec-
tive sensations can be conceptualized and experienced as “dis-
comfort in the stomach” (i.e., somaticized; Stonnington et al.,
2013), or more abstractly as “fear” (Barrett, 2006; Lane &
Schwartz, 1987; MacCormack & Lindquist, 2017; Satpute
et al., 2012; Stonnington et al., 2013). From our constructionist
perspective, conceptualization plays an integral role in
transformingmore rudimentary sensory information into discrete
experiences of emotion and may rely on brain regions that have
also been implicated in semantic memory.

Testing this hypothesis is not straightforward. The ideal
study would influence conceptualization without varying other
features of experience. However, most studies compare condi-
tions involving an emotion induction against neutral states or
another emotion state, in which it is difficult to isolate the pro-
cesses related to conceptualization. A couple studies by
Oosterwijk and colleagues tested this prediction a bit more
directly. In one study, participants were presented with evoca-
tive scenarios and were trained to focus on creating a discrete
emotion experience from the scenario v. focusing on a more
elemental bodily sensation (e.g., their heartbeat; Oosterwijk
et al., 2012). For example, upon reading the following
(truncated) scenario: “You’re driving home after staying out
drinking all night. You close your eyes for a moment, and the
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car begins to skid”, participants were trained to either focus on
generating a discrete emotion (e.g., feeling afraid) or a
somatovisceral sensation (e.g., feelings of tiredness in the eyes
or the body lurching forward). Thus, the stimulus remained
constant, and task instructions were used to influence how the
stimulus was conceptualized. Constructing experiences of emo-
tion from the scenario involved the left temporal cortex extend-
ing into the temporal pole to a greater degree than did construct-
ing experiences of body states.

In another study, participants who were primed to concep-
tualize and experience affective images as discrete emotions
also showed greater activity in the anterior medial prefrontal
cortex and lateral inferior frontal gyrus (Oosterwijk et al.,
2016). Specifically, participants were first led to (falsely) be-
lieve that a computer program—trained on previously collect-
ed data from each participant—could indicate whether they
would feel one of three emotions (disgust, fear, or morbid
fascination) vs. a control condition (“could not be deter-
mined”) to a subsequently presented evocative image.
Participants then completed a set of trials in which they were
first shown the computer program’s prediction of what the
participant would feel (the conceptual prime) followed by an
evocative image (of note, participants believed the computer
predictions were accurate even though they were in truth ran-
domly determined). fMRI analyses focused on activity during
image viewing periods (which were separated from activity
related to the visual presentation of the primes using jitters and
catch trials). The anterior medial prefrontal cortex and lateral
inferior frontal gyrus were more engaged when participants
were primed to conceptualize and experience affective images
as discrete emotions of “disgust,” “fear,” or even “morbid
fascination,” in comparison to the control condition.

Although few other neuroimaging studies have examined the
relationship between conceptualization and emotional experience
directly, these studies are relatable to a broader literature on the
neural basis of action identification (Spunt et al., 2016). Just
as Oosterwijk’s studies held the stimulus constant and influenced
how it was conceptualized, Vallacher and Wegner’s (1987) ac-
tion identification theory suggests that the same social stimulus
can be construed and thus experienced in fundamentally different
ways. For example, the same visual stimulus can be identified as
a lower level, concrete behavior (e.g., a picture of someone
“squinting eyes,” “shaking a fist,” or “yelling”), or a higher order
mental inference that includes an emotional state (e.g., “angry”).
Sensory inputs from the body, too, can be perceived more con-
cretely (i.e., “heart thumping”) or at a more abstract level (e.g.,
“feeling fear;” Lane et al., 2015). A robust finding in the fMRI
literature on action identification is that when participants use
higher v. lower level identifications of the same stimulus, greater
activity is observed in the temporal poles, the anterior medial
prefrontal cortex, and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (see
Fig. 1b; Spunt & Adolphs, 2015; Spunt et al., 2016; Spunt

et al., 2011). Thus, both of these literatures suggest that brain
regions involved in semantic processing are also involved when
making meaning of sensory inputs as higher order instances of
discrete emotions.

Brain Regions Involved in Semantic Processing Have
Greater Functional Connectivity with Circuitry
Involved in Affective Processing During Emotional
Experience

fMRI can also be used to investigate how certain brain regions
communicate with each other when constructing emotion. To
the extent that semantic processing plays an important role in
carving undifferentiated affective states into experiences of
discrete emotions, we might expect brain regions previously
implicated in semantic processing to communicate more with
brain regions supporting interoceptive and visceromotor pro-
cessing (including the amygdala or other limbic areas). A
couple studies examined which networks exhibited greater
functional connectivity (correlated activity over time) while
watching lengthy movie clips that introduced varying degrees
of experienced sadness, fear, or anger over time (clips were
targeted to elicit one or another discrete emotion). Indeed,
greater functional connectivity between the anterior medial
prefrontal cortex and temporal poles with limbic areas (i.e.,
the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, and hypothalamus) pre-
dicted more intense experiences of specific discrete emotions
(Raz et al. 2012; 2016).

In another study, we found that connectivity between the
amygdala and anterior medial PFC is also associated with more
categorical and discrete perceptions of emotion (Satpute et al.,
2016). Participants were shown pictures of morphed facial ex-
pressions ranging in degrees from “calm” to “fear.” They were
instructed to either select discrete emotion words (e.g., forced
choice, “fear,” and “calm”) for categorizing the facial stimuli or
make ratings on an analog scale (i.e., ranging continuously
from “fear” to “calm”). To measure perception, the point of
subjective equivalence (PSEs), or the point at which a face
was categorized as “fear” or “calm” with equal probability,
was calculated for each judgment scale condition separately,
and the influence of discretizing stimuli on emotion perception
was measured by calculating the difference in PSEs between
conditions. We found that the more that discretizing affective
stimuli influenced emotion perception for a given participant,
the greater the connectivity between amygdala and portions of
the anterior medial prefrontal cortex (of note, in that study,
neither the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex nor the temporal
pole were included as regions of interest). Together, these find-
ings suggest that brain regions involved in semantic processing
have functional connectivity with circuitry involved in affective
processing during emotional experience.
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Brain Regions Involved in Semantic Processing Are
Also Involved in Emotion Differentiation

While the prior two sections address whether areas previ-
ously implicated in semantic processing are engaged and
communicate with limbic structures during emotion con-
struction, another analytic approach is to examine whether
these brain regions contain “representational content” that
differentiates between discrete emotions. MVPA
(Kriegeskorte et al., 2006; Mur et al., 2009) refers to a
family of analytical approaches that examines whether the
pattern of functional activity distributed across many brain
voxels (i.e., volumetric pixels that are typically 1–3 mm3

in size) carries information that diagnoses the presence of
a discrete emotion during a task (for reviews, see Clark-
Polner et al., 2016; Kragel & LaBar, 2016; Nummenmaa
& Saarimäki, 2017). MVPA studies have shown that brain
regions previously implicated in semantic processing are
also involved in differentiating one experience of emotion
from another (Table 1).

Kassam et al. (2013) is one of the earliest studies to use
this approach. They used an idiographic method for in-
ducing emotions in which method actors wrote out their
own scenarios for inducing nine discrete emotions. While
undergoing fMRI, the subjects were shown emotion
words to cue retrieval of those scenarios and the corre-
sponding discrete emotional states. For each individual
trial, they obtained the brain activation pattern during that
trial and found that the emotional state could be diag-
nosed from the activation pattern using a classifier.
Critically, their analysis was performed on all voxels through-
out the brain, which gave every brain region an equal oppor-
tunity to participate in classifying emotions. Next, they iden-
tified the brain voxels that most contributed to classification
success. The informative voxels were often in brain regions
that have also been implicated in semantic processing includ-
ing the temporal poles, the anterior dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex, and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.

Other recent studies found similar findings using diverse
stimuli to evoke emotions in both emotion perception and
emotional experience paradigms (Table 1; Ethofer et al.,
2009; Kragel & LaBar, 2015; Peelen et al., 2010; Saarimäki
et al., 2016; Said et al., 2010; Wager et al., 2015), including
several studies that did not explicitly present words during the
task (Ethofer et al., 2009; Kragel & LaBar, 2015; Saarimäki
et al., 2016; Said et al., 2010). One of the more consistent
findings across many of these studies is that voxels in the
temporal poles, the anterior prefrontal cortex, and the ventro-
lateral prefrontal cortex reliably carry information for classi-
fying emotions (Table 1 and Fig. 1c; for a review, see Satpute
& Lindquist, 2019). These findings further suggest that brain
regions previously implicated in semantic processing carry
representational content for emotions.

Brain Regions Involved in Semantic Processing Are
Necessary for Emotion Differentiation

The research we have reviewed thus far stems mostly from
correlational brain imaging techniques. But there is also grow-
ing evidence that brain regions involved in semantic process-
ing are causally important for emotion representation. If lan-
guage plays a critical role in emotion, then we might expect
changes to areas important for semantic processing to also
result in deficits in representing discrete emotions (Lindquist
et al., 2014). In humans, these types of neuroscience findings
come from two methodologies: brain damage studies and
brain stimulation studies.

There is a broad literature examining emotion perception
deficits in patients with brain damage (e.g., Borod et al., 1986;
Schwartz et al., 1975). However, most of this work is unable
to address the relationship between language and emotion in
part because affect and emotion were poorly distinguished in
the experimental designs used, and in part because it was
difficult to precisely localize sources of brain damage.
Instead, prior work examined more widespread damage to
the right v. left hemisphere (Yuvaraj et al., 2013). With the
support of neuroimaging methods, more recent work has used
voxel-based symptom lesion mapping techniques to precisely
localize damaged tissue. One study using this technique found
that emotion perception deficits correlated with greater dam-
age in areas previously implicated in semantic processing in-
cluding bilateral anterior temporal cortex and temporal poles
in patients (N = 71) who underwent tumor removal (Fig. 1e;
Campanella et al., 2014). In another study, Grossi et al. (2014)
used experience sampling techniques that assess emotional
experience in daily life and found that patients with lesions
to the temporal pole reported experiencing fewer discrete
emotions in life, yet showed no difference in their reports of
other states such as concrete physical sensations (e.g., of pain
and heart beating). These findings suggest that the lateral tem-
poral cortex and temporal pole may be particularly important
for representing discrete emotions, but not necessarily critical
for affective representations which in turn may involve other
brain regions such as the insula and cingulate cortex (Craig,
2009; Critchley, 2009; MacCormack & Lindquist, 2017).

Similarly, patients with a variety of aphasias (including
some patients with receptive aphasia) have maintained expe-
rience of affect, in that they can report on their general positive
and negative mood (Haley et al., 2015). These findings are
consistent with the prediction that the temporal pole is neces-
sary for making meaning of sensory inputs as moments of
discrete emotion, without which these moments are represent-
ed more concretely as affective or more elemental physical
sensations (MacCormack & Lindquist, 2017). To date, there
are few other studies involving semantic deficits that have also
examined discrete emotions. In principle, this hypothesis
would be ideally tested by examining whether patients with
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semantic deficits also have deficits in experiences of discrete
emotions. However, these sorts of studies are practically chal-
lenging because there are few if any objective measures (be-
havioral, psychophysiological, and neural) that reliably iden-
tify when a person is experiencing one discrete emotion over
another (Barrett, 2006; Lindquist et al., 2012; Mauss &
Robinson, 2009; Siegel et al., 2018). Studies have thus relied
on emotion perception as it allows for the quantification of
participants’ perceptual experiences of standardized emotion-
al visual stimuli.

A few studies have tested the hypothesis that individuals
with lesions to areas involved in semantic processing also
have deficits in emotion perception. A first case study exam-
ined a patient who had lost the ability to name objects follow-
ing a stroke. When asked to sort pictures of facial expressions
into piles, he produced disorganized piles that did not reflect
discrete emotion categories (Roberson et al., 1999). More re-
cently, we designed a behavioral paradigm (Lindquist et al.,
2014) to test whether patients who were specifically diag-
nosed with semantic dementia (a form of primary progressive
aphasia that results in impairments in concept knowledge
availability and use, a.k.a. a receptive aphasia; Gorno-
Tempini et al., 2011; Hodges & Patterson, 2007) would also
lose the ability to perceive discrete emotions in faces. They
were asked to perform a card sort task in which they sorted
pictures of emotional facial expressions belonging to the cat-
egories of anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and neutral
into as many categories as they saw necessary. Unlike healthy

controls, patients failed to separate faces into six categories
reflecting discrete emotions. Rather, patients separated faces
into categories of affect (e.g., pleasant, neutral, and unpleas-
ant), suggesting that they perceived valence, but not discrete
emotion, on the faces. Control tasks ruled out alternative hy-
potheses (e.g., that participants had difficulty understanding a
sorting task, that participants had deficits of facial processing
more generally, and that patients could understand emotion
categories if cued with words).

Two more recent studies have conceptually replicated
these findings. First, Jastorff et al. (2016) used behav-
ioral deficits in emotion differentiation to predict brain-
wide patterns of neural degeneration in a range of pa-
tients with dementia. Patients who had difficulty identi-
fying specific emotions in faces were more likely to
have degeneration in regions of the brain associated
with semantics such as the vlPFC and temporal pole.
More recently, Bertoux et al. (2020) demonstrated that
semantic fluency and conceptual knowledge about emo-
tion predicted deficits in facial emotion perception in
patients with semantic dementia, an effect associated
with neurodegeneration in ventral frontal and temporal
regions and changes to white matter tracts linking fron-
tal and temporal cortices.

Whereas lesion studies assess causal relations due to per-
manent impairment of brain regions, stimulation studies in-
volve direct intracranial stimulation of brain regions. These
studies also have their limitations insofar as they typically

Table 1 Recent pattern classification studies consistently show that brain regions involved in semantic processing are also involved in differentiating
between emotion categories

Study Emotions included Experience (E) or
perception (P)

Brain regions

Anger Fear Happy/
Joy

Sad Disgust Surprise Neutral Others aMPFC vlPFC PCC STS TP

Saarimäki et al., 2016 × × × × × × × E × × × × ×

Saarimäki et al., 2016 × × × × × × × E × × × ×

Wager et al., 2015 × × × × × E/P × × × × ×

Said et al., 2010 × × × × × × × P n/a n/a n/a × n/a

Ethofer et al., 2009 × × × × × P n/a n/a n/a × n/a

Peelen et al., 2010 × × × × × P × ×

Kassam et al., 2013 × × × × × × E × × × ×

Kragel & LaBar, 2015 × × × × × × E × × × × ×

Studies are denoted by the first author and year, and details are provided for which emotion categories were included in the study and whether the study
involved emotional experience (E) involving imagery or movie inductions to evoke emotional experience, for example, or emotion perception (P)
involving viewing pictures of affective facial expressions, for example. “n/a” indicates that these regions were not included in analysis (the reliability of
the TP may also be underestimated due to commonly occurring signal dropout in that area in most fMRI studies). Brain areas: anterior medial prefrontal
cortex (aMPFC), ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex), precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), superior temporal sulcus
(STS), and temporal pole (TP). Emotional experience inductions were conducted in studies by Kragel and LaBar (2015), Kassam et al. (2013), and
Saarimäki et al. (2016) (Experiments 1 and 2). Language and emotion words were used in some of these studies (Saarimäki et al., 2016; Kassam et al.,
2013), but the influence of language was mitigated in others (Kragel & LaBar, 2015; see main text for details). Wager et al. (2015) included both
emotional experience and emotion perception studies
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occur in individuals undergoing brain surgery and thus also
involve humans with brain pathology. Each study rarely
examines more than one area; however, over the past several
decades, these studies have accumulated. Guillory and
Bujarski (2014) conducted a comprehensive summary of 64
such studies. Consistent with the lesion findings, stimulation
of the temporal pole and lateral temporal cortex, regions also
involved in semantics, appeared to elicit discrete emotional
experiences (Fig. 1d; e.g., anxiety and sadness; Guillory &
Bujarski, 2014). In combination with the lesion studies, these
findings provide some of the first causal evidence that brain
regions that are implicated in semantic processing are also
necessary for emotion differentiation.

Implications for Emotion Theory

While each set of findings reviewed above may have its
strengths and weaknesses, the collective body of work sug-
gests that brain regions known to be important for semantic
processing are also important for representing discrete emo-
tions. These findings have the power to lend insight into the
possible mechanisms by which semantic processing is associ-
ated with emotion. Figure 2 graphically represents a set of
views on the relationship between language and emotion
along a dimension ranging from non-interactive to determin-
istic. At the extremes, existing psychological models of emo-
tion argue that emotions are either non-interactive with lan-
guage (e.g., some variants of basic emotions models; Ekman
& Cordaro, 2011) or entirely determined by language (e.g.,
the Linguistic Determinism Hypothesis, as outlined by Kay &
Kempton, 1984). Given the neuroscience data we have
reviewed here and the behavioral data we have reviewed else-
where (Lindquist, Gendron, & Satpute, 2016; Lindquist,
MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015; Lindquist, Satpute, &

Gendron, 2015), it is more likely that language and emotion
form either an interactionist or constitutive relationship. We
explore the implications of the neuroscientific findings for
these two approaches here and look to future studies that can
weigh in on the precise relationship between the two.

According to the “interactive view,” emotion words and
the semantic concepts they refer to are separate from emotion
but may interact with emotion after it has been formed (as in to
communicate emotion or facilitate emotion regulation), or be-
fore it is generated (e.g., by directing attention to certain as-
pects of a stimulus, which may influence information process-
ing leading up to an emotion). Models which propose that
“cognition interacts with emotion” generally fall somewhere
in this range (Clore & Ortony, 2008; Ellsworth, 2013;
Kirkland & Cunningham, 2012; Moors & Scherer, 2013;
Schachter & Singer, 1962). At the neural level, the interactive
view implies that semantic processing and emotion processing
involve distinct systems, but also that these systems may exert
influences upon one another. For example, some emotion
models suggest that the representational content for discrete
emotions involves brainstem and somatosensory cortical areas
(Damasio & Carvalho, 2013), or brainstem circuits that un-
derlie defensive behaviors (Panksepp, 2011). From these ac-
counts, systems for emotion and semantics may be interactive
in that they may exert influence upon one another. That is, a
semantic system—as a subset of a broader “cognitive” system
—may take on a modulatory role over the emotional system
by up or down regulating emotion, but does not itself help to
represent or create these states.

As such, the interactive view may account for the first two
sets of findings reviewed above: that brain regions previously
shown to be involved in semantic processing are also active
during emotion experience, and that these brain regions show
greater connectivity with those supporting affective process-
ing. However, it may be more difficult for this view to explain

Fig. 2 A spectrum of relationships between language and emotion. “L”
denotes language, whereas “E” denotes emotion. “A” refers to affect,
which according to the constitutive approach, is another basic
“ingredient” that combines with language to create emotions. The far
left section depicts language and emotion in a non-interactive relationship
such that language has little to no influence upon emotional experience,
and vice versa. Basic emotions models that view emotions as triggering
physiomotor action programs (Ekman & Cordaro, 2011), or as
performing specific behaviors that are conserved across species
(Panksepp, 1998), view emotions as entities separate from the words used
to describe them. Still other models argue that universal emotion experi-
ences “sediment” out in language for the purpose of communication

(Fontaine et al., 2013; Scherer & Moors, 2019). The middle left section
depicts an interactive relationship in which language may modulate emo-
tion, for instance by increasing or decreasing the strength of an emotion.
Theories that emphasize an interaction between “cognition” and “emo-
tion” may fall in this range (Ellsworth, 2013; Kirkland & Cunningham,
2012; Moors & Scherer, 2013; Schachter & Singer, 1962). The middle
right section depicts a constitutive relationship, in which language (i.e.,
emotion words like “anger” and “calm”) serve as key ingredients in the
construction of emotion. The far right section depicts a deterministic
relationship, in which emotions are wholly constructed by language (as
in the Linguistic Determinism Hypothesis)
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the latter two sets of findings. That is, the interactive view
assumes that the representational content for emotion—the
patterns of neural activity that instantiates one emotion at a
given moment as separate from another emotion (Mur et al.,
2009)—would be supported by brain regions that are separate
from those involved in semantic processing, and damage to
areas involved in semantic processing would not be expected
to eliminate the ability to perceive and experience discrete
emotions.

The constitutive view proposes a different relationship be-
tween semantic processing and emotion. Emotion words and
concepts are considered to play a constitutive role in creating
emotion. From this view, the constructs are actually organized
hierarchically—semantic processing is a necessary ingredient
for creating the experience and perception of discrete emo-
tions (but it is not the only ingredient that is required). This
idea is proposed by the constructionist approach to emotion
called the Theory of Constructed Emotion (Barrett,
2006, 2017; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015,
Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015). The idea that language
helps to organize perceptual information into categories is not
unique to our constructionist model of emotion. It also exists
in models from cognitive psychologymore broadly (Barsalou,
2008; Borghi & Binkofski, 2014; Lupyan & Thompson-
Schill, 2012; Steels & Belpaeme, 2005; Tenenbaum et al.,
2011; Vigliocco et al., 2009; Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). For
instance, Lupyan and Clark (2015) provide a mechanistic
view for how language takes on an integral role in creating
perceptual predictions. We have argued elsewhere (Lindquist,
MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015, Lindquist, Satpute, &
Gendron, 2015; Shablack & Lindquist, in press) that the role
of language in perceptual predictions may also extend to emo-
tional experiences and perceptions. Emotion words may be
especially important to perceptual predictions related to emo-
tions, as words are important for helping to represent abstract
concepts that do not have firm perceptual boundaries (such as
emotions; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015,
Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015; Niedenthal et al.,
2005; Vigliocco et al., 2009;Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011).

In our constructionist view, emotion words such as “an-
ger,” “sadness,” and “joy” name concepts that help transform
the brain’s pleasant, unpleasant, and arousing affective predic-
tions about the meaning of stimuli, whether in the world or
inside the body, into perceptions and experiences of discrete
emotions (a process also referred to as “conceptualization;”
Barrett, 2017; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015,
Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015, Lindquist, Gendron,
& Satpute, 2016). Conceptualization transforms more elemen-
tal or basic affective sensory inputs into experiences of dis-
crete emotions (unpleasantness into fear or anger, for
example; Lindquist & Barrett, 2008). Words are therefore
“constitutive” of emotions; they help a person to acquire a
representation of emotion that groups together instances with

diverse and heterogeneous features, and they are intimately
linked with concept knowledge that is necessary to make
meaning of affect as specific discrete emotions in context
(Brooks et al., 2016; Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack,
2015, Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015; Satpute et al.,
2016).1

The constitutive view is not only consistent with the four
sets of findings above, it also makes the prediction that repre-
sentational content for emotion would reside in brain regions
that support semantic processing, and that these areas are fur-
ther necessary for representing discrete emotions. Brain re-
gions involved in semantic processing are critical to emotions
because they support the process of conceptualization where-
by concepts make meaning of affect in order to create discrete
emotions (Barrett, 2017; Barrett, Mesquita, et al., 2007).
These findings are not clearly predicted by an interactive view
and are the most difficult for it to explain ad-hoc.

An open question concerns how the above findings relate
with the phenomenon of affect labeling. Several studies have
now shown that matching affective stimuli (e.g., an affective
facial expression) with emotion words (e.g., “fear”) is associ-
ated with reduced amygdala response (Hariri et al., 2000;
Lieberman, 2011; Lieberman et al., 2007). This finding may
seem at odds with our constitutive view and may suggest
instead that emotion words and emotions interact competitive-
ly. However, as described by Torre and Lieberman (2018),
explicitly labeling emotional experiences with emotion words
influences judgments of affect (e.g., negative valence), but
how emotion labeling influences the perception or experience

1 Notably, the distinction we draw between interactive and constitutive roles
parallels Aristotelian efficient and material causality, respectively. This
distinction is a common theme in emotion research. When considering the
relationship between emotion and appraisal, Ellsworth (2013) points out that
the question of whether appraisals “cause” emotion is vague. Appraisals can be
viewed as causing emotion in the sense that they are separate from emotion
and trigger emotions (e.g., as one pool ball causes another to move; an inter-
active view) or—as she proposes—in the sense that they are part of the emo-
tion (i.e., appraisals are an ingredient of the emotion; a constitutive view). The
same ambiguity arises when considering the relationship between emotion and
cognition more broadly. For instance, Pessoa (2008) advocates for a constitu-
tive relationship—that the same underlying and overlapping processes com-
pose emotion and cognition and thus the same domain-general ingredients
make emotions and cognitions (also see Barrett & Satpute, 2013; Wager
et al., 2015). And yet a more commonplace assumption is that emotion “in-
teracts with” cognition in the sense that one exerts an influence upon the other
or vice versa. This distinction is usefully applied to areas outside of emotion as
well. For instance, in cognitive psychology, ongoing debates examine whether
concepts are represented apart from sensory-motor representations but may
interact with them (i.e., an interactive view), or whether concepts are consti-
tuted from these sensory-motor representations themselves (i.e., a constitutive
view, see Barsalou, 2008; Binder, 2016; Deacon, 1998; Fernandino et al.,
2016; Leshinskaya & Caramazza, 2016). And parallel arguments have oc-
curred in language and thought, in which many researchers may agree with
the more general claim that “language shapes thought,” but the disagreement
and potential for theoretical advances lies in whether language is constitutive
of thought (indeed is the vehicle for thought), or whether language merely
interacts with thought (Boroditsky, 2001; Kay & Kempton, 1984). In general,
whether psychological constructs relate with one another interactively or con-
stitutively is a difficult, yet important theme in psychology and neuroscience.
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of discrete emotions is not tested in those studies (for a more
in-depth discussion of affect labeling, see Brooks et al., 2016;
Lindquist, MacCormack, & Shablack, 2015, Lindquist,
Satpute, & Gendron, 2015, Lindquist, Gendron, & Satpute,
2016). Labeling the meaning of an affective stimulus (i.e., a
negative face) may reduce the ambiguity, novelty, or unpre-
dictability of the sensory input by helping to refine it as a
specific emotion (i.e., fearful; Brooks et al., 2016; Nook
et al., 2015). Since amygdala is also responsive to uncertainty
(Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Rosen & Donley, 2006), decrease
in amygdala activity may more likely reflect the reduction of
uncertainty and associated feelings of negative affect rather
than a reduction in discrete emotion, per se. Indeed, it is pos-
sible that upon labeling a facial expression stimulus or an
encounter with a spider as “fearful,” that feelings of more
general negative valence may diminish, but that the experi-
ence of fear as a discrete emotion persists. Recent evidence
from this issue (Nook et al. this issue) certainly suggests that
labeling one's affective responses to images can "crystalize"
the experience of a discrete emotion and make it more difficul
to subsequently regulate. Such possibilities may be of interest
to address in future work.

Conclusions

Understanding the role of language in emotion may benefit
from research conducted at multiple levels of analysis.We and
others have previously reviewed behavioral (see reviews by
Lindquist & Gendron, 2013; Lindquist, MacCormack, &
Shablack, 2015, Lindquist, Satpute, & Gendron, 2015,
Lindquist, Gendron, & Satpute, 2016; Satpute et al., 2020;
Shablack & Lindquist, in press), cross-cultural (Gendron
et al., 2020), and linguistic (Jackson et al., 2019) findings that
are consistent with a constitutive role for language in con-
structing emotional experience. Findings from this special is-
sue also point to the important role of language in develop-
ment of emotion understanding (Grosse, Streubel,
Gunzenhauser, & Saalbach, this issue), in emotion regulation
(Nook, Satpute & Ochsner, this issue), and in interaction with
culture (Zhou, Dewaele, Ochs, & De Leersynder, this issue).
While behavioral findings only allow researchers to examine
the “inputs” and “outputs” of emotion, neuroscience can fur-
ther examine the mechanisms at play in a person while they
are experiencing and perceiving emotions in real time. Our
review of the findings suggests that brain regions frequently
implicated in semantic processing are also engaged during
experiences of discrete emotions, communicate with areas
involved in sensory processing (including interoceptive
and exteroceptive inputs) during emotion, carry represen-
tational content for emotion, and may even be necessary
for emotion. Moreover, our view that language shapes
emotional experience dovetails with the work of others

who have also argued that language plays a role in shap-
ing other psychological phenomena (e.g., cognition,
perceptual learning, and memory; Barsalou et al., 2008;
Boroditsky, 2011; Lupyan & Clark, 2015; Satpute et al.,
2020; Slobin, 1987).

However, the findings are also not as of yet definitive for a
few reasons. There are, overall, few studies examining the
neural basis of emotion language in particular and how affil-
iated brain regions contribute to emotional experience. Apart
from the handful of studies discussed here, few fMRI exper-
iments have tried to separate the differential contributions of
emotion concepts and affective processing during task en-
gagement. Here, researchers may adopt paradigms that manip-
ulate the demands placed on retrieving and labeling emotions
(e.g., Satpute et al., 2012). Researchers may draw on
established behavioral paradigms that temporarily impair ac-
cess to emotion words (e.g., Lindquist et al., 2006) or increase
their accessibility (e.g., Lindquist & Barrett, 2008; Nook et al.,
2015). Notably, we are aware of no fMRI experiments that
simply require participants to free label their emotion, which is
known to have markedly different behavioral response pat-
terns relative to forced choice tasks (Russell, 1991; Russell
& Widen, 2002), and which, we have recently found, may
crystalize a discrete emotion and render it less malleable to
change (Nook et al., this issue).

With regard to more causal analyses, as we acknowledge,
most studies performed with patients with brain damage are
not properly designed to weigh in on the role of language
deficits in emotion v. affect processing. Future lesion studies
in patients with and without semantic deficits would be of
central interest to address the hypotheses of the constitutive
view. It would also be of interest to test whether deficits in
emotion perception due to damage in other areas can be ex-
plained by more general affective processing deficits (e.g., as
in Cicone et al., 1980) or uniquely influence processing dis-
crete emotions. Finally, studies could also use transcranial
magnetic stimulation to create “temporary lesions” in brain
regions associated with semantics in healthy individuals to
address whether impairing language-related brain regions im-
pairs emotion v. affect processing is involved. We look for-
ward to investigating these future avenues in our own work
and hope others will pursue them as well.
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